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In science news this week, after studying the bones of prehistoric
women, scientists have determined they were more fit than elite
rowers, having stronger upper arms than professional athletes. It's
believed the women's strength came from tilling soil, harvesting
crops by hand, and grinding grain for flour for as much as five
hours a day. Though farming may be underrated in New York City, it
could be the next big fitness trend.

 

Makerbot Workshop
 

3d Printing 101 in December
 On 12/13, we will be hosting a 3D Printing Workshop

after school in the Makerspace. There we will discuss
how to find prints, modify and edit them to be
compatible with Makerbots, and the basics of printing
objects. To sign up, email msteinman@bwl.org

 

STEM Recommendation
 

Mr. March-Steinman:
Leonardo Da Vinci

 
Walter Isaacson, Bestselling biographer of Einstein
and Steve Jobs, has released a new book chronicling
the life of Leonardo Da Vinci. Critics call it a case
study in creativity and note how no other historical
figure has so elegantly and naturally married the
arts and sciences.

 

STEM Challenge
 

Pumpkin Challenge
 

Lower school students Celebrated the Fallidays
by making "Five Little Pumpkins" creations and
crafting catapults in the Upper Grades.

  
Stay tuned for a very special Holiday-themed
challenge coming up for this next month.

 

Upcoming Events
 

Over the month of December, there are a number of indoor, warm
activities offered around New York City. While most events are not

in Manhattan, they are all worth the commute 
 

Story Collider is
presenting a show
featuring five stories
about "Power"

 

December 5th
 

It's STEM night at the
NYSci, with a focus on
Medicine and Health

 

December 8th
 

Nerd Nite NYC hosts
stories about the science of

Batman, Jim Henson, and
Music Videos

 

December 8th
 

Visit the Butterfly
Conservatory at the
AMNH and see the annual
origami Holiday Tree

 

All through December
 

The New York Hall of
Science hosts the
Creative Computing
Expo

 

December 6th
 

ACSL Contest
 

Students this year are invited to
participate in the 2017 "American
Computer Science League" contest.
Here, students will be invited to work
on solutions for four different
challenges, ranging from computer
science theory to programming
problem solving. While the challenges
are times, they take place at school.
Top teams in the country are invited
to participate in the National
Competition, held in the spring.

 

Remember to give credit to your resources — insert links to the original articles. 
Take this example: 

www.piktochart.com/blog 
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http://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Leonardo-da-Vinci/Walter-Isaacson/9781501139154
http://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Leonardo-da-Vinci/Walter-Isaacson/9781501139154
https://www.storycollider.org/shows/2017/12/5/new-york-ny-power
https://nysci.org/event/stem-night-health-medicine/
https://nyc.nerdnite.com/
https://www.amnh.org/calendar/origami-holiday-tree
https://nysci.org/event/creative-computing-institute-expo/
http://www.acsl.org/

